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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 Nowadays it is not uncommon for people to have multiple computers in a workspace. A 

multicomputer workspace favors a user to perform multiple various tasks. At the same time, 

there is a short of fluid interaction model for this workspace while excessive mice and keyboards 

that are adjacent to multiple computers bring chaos to the workspace causing a cluttered desktop. 

A user has to switch back and forth to interact with different workstations. Furthermore, 

information is often needed to be exchanged among computers every now and then. For 

information to cross the boundary between two computers, several technologies such as file 

sharing have already been developed. However, these technologies incommode hands to move 

between different keyboards and/or mice, which are interruptive. This dissertation proposes a 

fluid interaction model called UbiMice for the multicomputer workspace to address these issues. 

 In the UbiMice model, co-located computers form a multicomputer workspace. A user 

needs only one set of input devices to interact with any computer in the workspace. This 

eradicates gaps of operating multiple input devices and eliminates desktop clutter brought by 

nimiety keyboards and mice. An interacting focus is represented by a cursor. The cursor can 

move from computer to computer, interact with any computer, and carry information among the 

computers. This proposed model also allows multiple cursors used by multiple users 

simultaneously for collaborative working. A security mechanism is also provided with the model 

to protect information from unauthorized access in the multi-user case.  
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 The UbiMice model enables to build a seamless workspace from multiple computers. 

Traditional input devices are augmented with the capability of serving multiple computers. Users 

can interact with the workspace intuitively as if they were interacting with a single computer. 

This dissertation will study the architecture of UbiMice model together with a proof-of-concept 

implementation. The model finds many novel applications in different settings and benefits a 

wide range of user groups. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 As Mark Weiser foresaw in early 1990s when popular Internet applications, such as 

Email, WWW were about to serve the public, Ubiquitous Computing has dominated the post-

desktop models of human-computer interaction and information processing after the rapid 

development of the Internet and computing devices (Weiser 1991, 94-104). Computing 

devices are no longer as what they were originally, operated only by IT experts for academic 

or defense purposes in a limited network connection. Ubiquitous Computing engages 

unskilled users to employ various computers at the same time over the Internet (Weiser 1993, 

75-84; Holdrege and Srisuresh 2001) . The development of Ubiquitous Computing has 

thoroughly involved end users with their daily activities.   

Moreover, an end user may not use only one computer to carry out tasks since the 

computers are not costly today. Instead, many of people’s daily activities depend on a 

combination of many personal or business computers and systems working collaboratively. 

For examples, a programmer uses both his laptop and desktop computer during the daytime 

in his office because he sometimes brings the laptop back home to continue unfinished code 

after hours. A network administrator may have multiple computers as different domain 

controllers on a desktop. These controller machines maintain subnets of an enterprise 

collaboratively. However, current Operating Systems (OS) and Graphical User Interfaces 

(GUI) are mainly designed for a single computer. This infrastructure fails to meet the 

requirement of direct manipulation and fluid interaction with multiple computers. First, it is 
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more convenience for people to control different computers with one set of input devices on 

which his or her hands already rest in a multicomputer workspace. Second, using multiple 

computers on the same desktop result in “desktop clutters” caused by “mouse (keyboard) 

jungle” as the Figure 1.1 shows.  

 

 

Figure 1.1 Clutters of keyboards and mice on a desk 
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Third, it is a frequent task for user to transfer electronic information from one 

computer to another on the same desktop. Currently there are many different ways to 

accomplish this job. The Table 1.1 presents a quick survey of how respondents cut-and-paste 

data (e.g. a file or plain texts) on different computers, which is conducted by Sony Computer 

Science Laboratory Inc (Rekimoto 1997, 31-39). The interesting data reveals that there is a 

lack of easy, direct, uninterrupted method to transfer information between nearby computers. 

Unlike the operation that how people do on a multi-monitor computer, which is intuitively 

and simply dragging the file among different monitors, most people even prefer to transport 

data by hands, reading the texts on one screen and retyping them in on another computer, 

How many computers in your workspace? 

0 1 2 >3 

0 7.7 % 38.5 % 53.8 % 

 

How often do you transfer data among computers on your desktop? 

Very Often Often Sometimes Occasionally Never 

28.2 % 23.1 % 35.9 % 5.1 % 5.1 % 

 

How do you transfer data among computers? (Under the Question 1 and the Question 2 situation) 

 

By Hand 
Through Shared 

Files 
By ftp By Email 

Through 
External Disks 

Other 

54.1 % 56.8 % 37.8 % 73.0 % 10.8 % 18.9 % 

 

Table 1.1 Survey of “How to transfer data”  
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particularly for short strings such as an e-mail address, a webpage address as URL (Rekimoto 

1997, 31-39) . This kind of data transferring operation is not as easy as the drag-and-drop 

manner people are used to on a single computer. The reason is that a file is travelling across 

different computers, not inside a multi-monitor computer. 

Meanwhile, at a multiple computer supported computing workspace, there is a 

demand from multiple users to work in the same session of a job, recently. Present hardware 

configuration fails to provide a fluid human computer interaction model for multiple co-

located users in a multicomputer workspace. The inflexible hardwiring discretizes the 

computing cluster to individual interacting units. Multiple users are not able to interact with 

the other’s computers and exchange information directly even when they are working side by 

side. For example, it is very common for meeting attendees to bring their own notebook-

sized portable computers with them when they gather together. They expect to send memo or 

other information to the other attendees’ computer screens directly without through indirect 

media, like massive storage devices. In this kind of working environment, large screen 

systems are also becoming ubiquitous. Attendees desire to post their notes and remarks on 

the shared display area and grab a file from a shared workspace without initiating a new 

session to log into a file sharing server. Therefore, group users needs an uninterrupted 

interface with these multiple computers to collaborative work side by side on top of taking 

the advantage from the multitasking capability of these computers. 

 To solve these problems, a model called UbiMice is proposed in this dissertation. The 

UbiMice model enables a user to take advantage of employing a multicomputer assembled 

workspace while interacting with all computers in this workspace through only one set of 

input control devices. The user is able to manipulate multiple computers including laptop 
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computers, netbook computers on his or her desktop intuitively by the mouse and the 

keyboard on which their hands rest as if he or she were using one computer. The UbiMice 

model promotes the productivity of using input device as text entry and command invocation 

tool. The mouse allows information exchange among different machines in the same way as 

manipulating an object within a single computer. For example, to copy a file from one 

machine to another, a user can simply pick the file up at machine A, move the cursor to 

machine B and drop it there. The new model is obviously less interruptive comparing with 

those information transfer methods such as using a flash drive or file sharing service both of 

which require operations on two sets of input devices at source computer and target computer, 

respectively. So, the UbiMice model can be viewed as a new input model that makes input 

devices have additional capabilities to improve and expand their core utility as text and 

command input device (Mackenzie and Soukoreff 2002, 147-198) in a multicomputer 

workspace. 

 As an extension to the single user application, the proposed model allows multiple 

users to smoothly interchange their digital information among their computers by normal 

mouse operations when they are co-located. In this scenario, each collaborative teammate has 

a set of keyboard and mouse. The permission of information exchange inherits from the 

existing security agreement among users in a certain workspace. That means teammate B’s 

active security privilege determines whether B can interact with A’s computers from B’s 

computer and what content that A outlines on his or her territory is open to B. Therefore, a 

teammate can access the others’ files residing on different computers without further 

authentication sessions. Particularly in this multi-user scheme, multiple users can engage 
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with a task on one computer simultaneously while focuses of their input devices are 

rendezvousing to the display of that computer.  

 This dissertation is to present a fluid interaction model that can be used by one or 

multiple users to interact with multiple computers in the same session of a multicomputer 

workspace. This dissertation is organized as follows. It reviews related work and shows the 

motivation for the dissertation in Chapter 2. A preliminary model that shows how a single 

user can directly manipulate multiple co-located computers is presented in Chapter 3. An 

extended UbiMice model for multiple co-located users is described in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 

elaborates the multi-user UbiMice model and talks about security issues. Chapter 6 presents 

various applications based on the UbiMice model. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the 

dissertation work.  
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CHAPTER 2 

RELATED WORK 

 As the ubiquity of computing devices, people benefit from using multiple computers 

simultaneously in their workspace. Consequently, the desktop, particularly the human arm 

reachable area on which a user works, is occupied by keyboards and mice of multiple 

computers. A user can not share a mouse across multiple computers to make the cluster of 

computers appear as one computing entity in his or her workspace. There is no direct 

manipulation in this multi-computer environment. There have been several studies on 

connecting multiple devices using intuitive means and on direct manipulation co-located 

computers after Mark Weiser proposed the concept of Ubiquitous Computing. 

 Multiple computers with their associate display monitors present a large desktop 

display to the user. This configuration is different from the display cluster consisted by single 

computer and multiple monitors. The single computer and multiple monitor system arises 

some research challenges mostly caused by the large display and the bezel of monitors as 

(Robertson et al. 2005, 44-51) studies. The multicomputer system with multiple monitors 

does not only need to solve abovementioned problems but also the interaction across the 

computer boundaries.  

 Hardware manufactures design a KVM switch (in abbreviation for Keyboard, Visual 

Display Unit, Mouse) which allows a user to control multiple computers with a single 

keyboard and mouse. The KVM switch connects a single keyboard, monitor and mouse to 

the console port and connects multiple computers to the other ports. When user presses the 
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switch button on the KVM device, the input stream of keyboard and mouse operation is 

directed to one of the multiple machines connected by the KVM device. The only monitor 

also connects to the computer via the path that the KVM switch turns on. The Figure 1(b) 

shows a KVM switch makes a keyboard; a monitor and a mouse connect to the computer 

host on the right. Though the KVM switch allows a user to control multiple computers 

without duplicated keyboards and mice, user does not able to operate on multiple computers 

simultaneously. User has to switch controlling from different machines one after one. 

             

(a) A KVM switch                                                     (b) A KVM path 

Figure 2.1 KVM switch 

 In software implementation, Dr. Rekimoto presents a pen-based direct manipulation 

technique that can be used for data transfer between different pen-based computers 

(Rekimoto 1997, 31-39). The technique, called “Pick-and-Drop” allows a user to use a smart 

pen to pick up an object on a display and drop it on another display as if he/she were 

manipulating a physical object. The pen itself does not come with storage for information 

Input

Output A

Output B
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transportation but the system provides the illusion that the pen can physically pick up and 

move a recognized object with the help of object ID.  The system also supports multiple 

users by binding a user’s identification and identification of a pen. The system is limited to 

deploy on pen-based computers. The manipulation only effect to certain computer object 

defined in program.  

 Later, a virtually connected medium called tranStick (Ayatsuka and Rekimoto 2005, 

251-260)is suggested that functions as a virtual wire. Users can easily establish, change and 

close connections between devices using a pair of tranSticks with the same identifier. Gaze-

Link (Ayatsuka, Nobuyuki, and Rekimoto 2001, 1330-1337)with which a user can establish a 

virtual connection over the network by looking at the target through a camera on his/her 

computer is another intuitive means of virtual connection for information exchange. Besides, 

FEEL (Rekimoto et al. 2003, 511-518) establishes connection by bringing devices closer. 

Finally, Kumar et al. explore how to improve the use of gaze as a form of input and study 

some of the timing issues of using gaze in conjunction with external input devices 

[rel1](Kumar et al. 2008, 65-68)(Kumar et al. 2008, 65-68)(Kumar et al. 2008, 65-68). They 

also propose the Focus Points model for resolving issues discussed in (Kumar et al. 2008, 65-

68). Although there are several advantages in using physical media, closeness and gaze 

information for managing virtual connection, users have to move near to the device to insert 

and pull out the paired sticks or to recognize a visual code attached to the target. 

 MultiSpace (Everitt et al. 2006, 27-34) is an example especially designed for the 

collaborative environment consisting of a tabletop display and wall screens. The user can 

send the data to the wall screen or laptop by dragging it onto an appropriate portal located in 

the corner of the tabletop display. Although this system provides a novel interface, users 
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might find some inconveniences when matching correspondences between several portals 

and multiple devices. 

 Continuously, other research has been done, which are inspired by the capability of 

reading object on a paper with a camera in Dr. Rekimoto’s system. The “Select-and-Point” 

system (Rekimoto 1997, 31-39)enables virtual connection of multiple devices through a 

network based on processing image of hand gestures captured by an overhead camera in an 

intelligent meeting room.  Users can establish or change connections between devices and 

perform file sharing with simple hand gestures. Though the system provides a more intuitive 

interaction style in connecting devices through a simple pointing gesture and solves the 

problem in (Rekimoto 1997, 31-39) that users have to move near to the device to establish 

network connections, the system need a presence server to maintain the network connection 

and the accuracy depends on the performance of fingertip detection.  

 Other extra helper devices could also assist a system to understand a user’s intention. 

The Spatial Data Management System (SDMS) (Bolt 1980, 262-270) is a well known multi-

modal system that uses hand pointing and voice commands. SDMS is also a multi display 

system. Information is displayed on a wall-sized projection display and the operator uses a 

small touch-sensitive display mounted on the armrest of a chair. Although the user 

manipulates two different screens to perform a single task, direct inter-computer 

manipulation is not considered. 

 The Graspable User Interface (Graspable UI) (Fitzmaurice, Ishii, and Buxton 1995, 

442-449) proposes a new way to interact with computer objects through physical handles 

called bricks. The user can attach a brick to a computer object on the screen such as a 
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pictorial element in a diagram editor. Graspable UIs and Pick-and-Drop share many concepts 

in the sense that both try to add physicalness to virtual worlds. Unlike Pick-and-Drop, the 

Graspable UI mainly deals with a single display environment. 

 Princeton’s Scalable Display Wall builds a large-format display with multiple 

commodity computing-related components. The prototype constructs a collaborative space 

that fully exploits a large display system with immersive sound and natural user interface. 

The system collaborate multiple cameras to track user’s input in the viewing field. Though 

multiple mice connect to the system the master cursor-control computer only allows one 

mouse to control the cursor on the big screen the way as a software KVM switch. The big 

screen can be partitioned to several small display areas with a cursor on each of them. But 

these cursors and display areas are not collaborative. A cursor is not able to control another 

group of computers. They only share the display screen. 

 Another interactive workspace, iRoom from Stanford is a framework to integrate 

heterogeneous ubiquitous computing technologies in a dynamic fashion and provides a 

seamless space for ubiquitous computing devices. The iRoom Operating System coordinates 

the various iStuff applications as a meta-OS. Team members in the iRoom workspace share 

all technical resources including displays, wireless I/O device. The project mostly focuses on 

ensuring the information exchange between handheld and mobile devices in a CSCW 

(Computer Supported Collaboration Work) environment. It does not articulate manipulation 

across multiple regular computers. 

 The research of the cursor movement on large tiled displays explorer the problem of 

moving icons at a relative long distance because implementing a natural interaction on a 
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large display which has high resolution and contriteness to advanced visualization 

application is a challenge. Considerable research has been conducted on supporting 

alternative input devices such as PDAs and cell phones with the large displays. “Drag-and-

Pop” (Baudisch et al. 2003, 57-64)is a single-user technique for moving documents and icons 

across large displays, which lets users drag-and-drop at a distance. This interaction technique 

focuses on involving cooperation between members of a co-located group. Many other 

interaction techniques were designed for any user to move his cursor easily across multiple 

larger screens without changing his input devices (Johanson and Fox 2002, 67-74; Johanson , 

Hutchins , and Winograd 2002, 227-234). 

 In addition, Operating System builders have their initiate when different machines are 

serving single user. Solaris MC is a prototype multi-computer distributed operating system. 

The system provides a single-system image (Khalidi et al. 1996, 191-203)to the end user 

based on a cluster of distributed tightly-coupled hardware computers. Solaris builds on a 

commercial operating system while maintaining binary compatibility with large existing 

application base. The system does not consider the foreground manipulation issue though 

their solution to the file system and virtual memory in multi-computer environment is notable.  

 However, to our knowledge, there is no research that has been done to free users from 

“Mouse (Keyboard) Jungle” problem when they intend to interact with multiple co-located 

computers in a fluid fashion. The laboratory observation of user’s behavior discloses the fact 

that it is the best to operate a cluster of co-located computers simply and seamlessly with 

those input devices that a user has been used to in a particular working environment. The 

candidate is one mouse pulse one keyboard for daily computer users, which are also widely 

used by most skilled computer users.  
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 Unlike the case that one user interact with his or her computers and access resources 

provided by the computer cluster, group users are restricted to access certain files on the 

multicomputer workspace. When multiple users engage with the proposed model 

collaboratively in the same working session, security and privacy issues arise. This 

dissertation also discusses this new usability requirement and presents a prototype solution. 
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CHAPTER 3  

SINGLE USER UBIMICE MODEL 

3.1 GUI input  

 One of the fundamental differences between contemporary Graphical Operating 

System (GOS) and other Operating System (OS) is the former interacts with a user via a 

Graphical Human-Computer Interface, sometime as Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

(Holcombe and Holcombe 2005).  In sharp contrast to OS with Command Line Interfaces 

(CLIs) or OS only with console mode, the Graphical Operating System displays information 

from a computer using windows and other graphic components, such as Tooltip, Textbox etc. 

At the same time, the Graphical Operating System perceives user’s reaction not only from a 

keyboard but also from a mouse though these GUI components. The windows and other GUI 

components can be manipulated by a mouse in an “event-driven” manner (Russinovich, 

Solomon, and Ionescu 2009). The “event-driven” means that most of the time the program is 

waiting for the user to trigger some kind of action to continue the running program though 

some events can still be triggered inside a Graphical Operating System such as by an internal 

timer like other Operating Systems. The Graphical Operating System handles these user 

input events by functions known as “event-handlers”. The external user input actions include 

user clicking on a mouse button, dragging the mouse, pressing a key on the keyboard, etc.  

 The Graphical Operating System draws a bitmap pointer on the display screen to 

present the mouse from the point of view of software. This pointer is the mouse cursor. The 

mouse cursor contains a single-pixel point called the hot spot on the topmost of this bitmap, a 
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point that the Graphical Operating System tracks and recognizes as the position of the cursor 

(Grossman and Balakrishnan 2005, 281-290). The architecture of a Graphical Operating 

System is shown in the Figure 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1 Legacy OS architecture with GUI 

 The Graphical Operating System typically posts a mouse message to the window that 

contains the cursor hot spot when a mouse event occurs. Corresponding “event-handlers” 

response the message as what they are programmed, respectively. The keyboard also uses 

this hot spot as the position of its input. The reason why “event-handlers” response not only 

one “event-handle” responses is because there is usually more than one window representing 

different applications showing on the screen. All windows are maintained in a composition 
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hierarchy under a single window, called the “main window”. Every window except the main 

window has a “parent” window, which “owns” it. All windows except pop-up windows sit 

inside the borders of their parent. The window hierarchy allows for event message passing, 

so that a function in a parent window can respond to an event in a child window. A good 

example explains the hierarchy is all windows are to be destroyed when the main window is 

closed by either the cursor or the keyboard. Only the foreground window can capture mouse 

input. When a background window attempts to capture mouse input, it receives messages 

only for mouse events that occur when the cursor hot spot is within the visible portion of the 

window. Capturing mouse event is critical for a window to react user’s input.  

 Graphical Operating System makes computer operation more intuitive and easier to 

learn and use with this mouse and keyboard based “input-driven” architecture. It provides all 

available interacting options to a user with a Graphic User Interface (GUI) instead of asking 

user to remember a complex set of commands as non-graphical OS does. User is also able to 

manipulate graphical components of GUI directly with mouse and keyboard. Graphical 

Operating System provides user with immediate, visual feedback about the effect of his or 

her each action. In addition, a Graphical Operating System allows a user to take full 

advantage of the powerful multitasking capabilities of modern operating systems. The 

Graphical Operating System displays multiple programs or multiple instances simultaneously, 

which results a large increase of productivity of using computers.  

3.2 Problems of multicomputer human-computer interaction 

 Despite the great convenience that a Graphical Operating System brings to a 

computer, existing Graphical Operating System has not been able to continue its success in a 
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multicomputer setting. As the Figure 3.2 shows, the primary inconvenience is caused by the 

interruptive operations when a user switches between multiple computers. A user expects to 

double the productivity by fully utilizing both Computer 1 and Computer 2. The internal 

systems of these two computers can keep processing multiple tasks simultaneously and 

continuously. Displays of these two computers prompt visual feedback to the user 

simultaneously and continuously. But the input from user is discontinuous because the user 

has to switch between different sets of input devices. At this date, the combination of a 

keyboard and a mouse is still the dominant input device for human-computer interaction 

because it is simple and unambiguous (Mackenzie and Soukoreff 2002, 147-198). Though 

emerging technologies facilitate touch screen, speech recognition, vision-based gesture 

recognition, and etc. (Sharma, Pavlovic, and Huang 1998, 853-869) to be interface between 

human and computer, all those input modalities are rarely used for intensive, critical or 

variable duration missions and applications (Shneiderman 2000, 63-65). A plight is that a 

network administrator at the technical support department receives a piece of instant message 

from an employee at Computer A. The employee asks the administrator to set up a video 

conference call. The administrator needs to configure and initiate the call at the server with 

Computer B which is a terminal to the server. So, the administrator has to type in all the user 

identifications of attendants that the instant massager shows at Computer A to Computer B. 

Once the administrator sets up the conference an invitation code of the conference is to be 

handed out to all attendants. The administrator needs to type in the invitation code that shows 

at Computer B back to Computer A again. Present, there is no direct way to copy the string 

bi-directional between these two computers. So, operations like this require a user to 

frequently move hands back and forth between different input devices of different computers.  
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Figure 3.2 Conventional multicomputer human-computer interaction model 

 Previous research (English and Burr 1978, 601-613) indicates that the movement 

takes, on average, 0.36 seconds to move a hand from one input device to another input device 

side-by and additional time to adjust the grasp for operating the new input device. Assume 

the user has a primary computer with display monitors and input devices in a multicomputer 

workspace. The user seats close to this computer comparing with the distance with the others. 

Then, the time to return the hand to the primary computer’s keyboard and mouse must be 

considered as well. Altogether, the data suggests that the total time spent moving to and from 

different input devices causes the mental disruption due to the time elapsed and the many 

physical steps needed to perform the change-over (Franz and Straayer 1989). So, it is very 

usually that a user takes for a while to remember where he or she is at different computers 

due to switching his or her focus and hands between these two computers. Even worse, it 

takes more efforts and break-in time if a user need copy a paragraph of text or move files 

between these two computers.  All abovementioned are against the motivation of using 

keyboard and mouse as human-computer interaction tool, which requires less arm and wrist 
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motion which is far less taxing than using the other input devices. The underlying reason 

causing this inconvenience is that a set of keyboard and mouse is currently underutilized for 

a multicomputer configuration and is limited within the computer to which it is attached.  

 In addition to the physical disruption that significantly reduces a user’s productivity, 

multiple set of input devices require additional flat surface to operate as external device on 

the desktop of the workspace. A number of data input devices with combined keyboard and 

mouse function have been designed and implemented to reduce the physical space that input 

devices take. These designs typically have a pointing device such as a trackball, a touchpad, 

or a track pointer, mounted on a keyboard and are commonly used in laptop computers. All 

these devices require complicated hardware designs that result in an increased cost and 

reduced reliability. 

3.3 Architecture of the UbiMice model for single user 

 These shortages of present Graphical Operating System lead to the motif of a new 

Graphic Operating System for a multicomputer environment. The UbiMice model this 

dissertation proposes eliminates the gap while a user is interacting with multiple computers. 

The novel model of Graphic Operating System inosculates multiple co-located computers as 

a whole by enabling a single user to manipulate these computers with one set of mouse and 

keyboard as input. All of the operating systems on these computers are desired to use the set 

of mouse and keyboard as the source of input events as the Figure 3.3 shows. That is to say, 

all the computers merge the input information from different machines into one stream of 

input information to form a fluid human-multicomputer interaction model. And then, the 

collaborating computers share the location information of the only mouse in this workspace. 
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Each computer informs its corresponding “event-handlers” only if the mouse event happens 

on this computer’s territory. A user does only need one set of input to interact with all the 

computers in the multicomputer workspace. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 The UbiMice model for multicomputer human-computer interaction 

3.4 Multicomputer input control 

3.4.1 Input interception 

 Present Graphical Operating Systems have Application Programming Interfaces 

(APIs) to user applications and GUI components that need input from Human Interface 

Devices like mouse and keyboard.  The Raw Input model provided by Microsoft allows an 

application to get and to distinguish events from mouse devices without concerning about the 

detail of dealing with hardware at the low-level of operating system, like how to detect and 

open the input device hardware, etc. However, using Raw Input requires a physical window 

of the operating system to capture the events, the event messages (containing specific low 

level data of an input device) to be exact. It means manipulation must be incorporated into an 
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overlay application when the overlay application is first developed. Because only the 

foreground window can capture inputs, the overlay application window who accepts Raw 

Input blocks the event propagation to the other applications. Therefore, it requires another 

approach to present the captured event to existing applications or the whole desktop of the 

operating systems. The alternative approach should be to capture input events and to divert 

the events around API layer of an operating system in order to send to application windows 

without the overlay application. So that, “event-handlers” of different computers could 

process the event message for applications running on different machines. 

 Because of the limitation that using OS APIs as the provider of input device data 

packets, other systems like those are mentioned in Chapter 2 and Chapter 6 of this 

dissertation, which bring in hardware as supplemental source of capturing input events to 

trigger event message of a Graphical Operating System. Instead of thinking to continuously 

add additional devices as hardware-supplemented systems the UbiMice model detects input 

device events on a lower level of a Graphical Operating System comparing to what the 

mechanism of APIs do. Intercepting low level data packets of input devices UbiMice model 

knows where the mouse is and interprets the mouse coordination to the absolute cursor 

position in the multicomputer workspace. Then, the UbiMice model dispatches a data packet 

to a target computer who is responsible for processing and responding this data packet of 

input device. One of these multiple computers draws an UbiMice cursor and runs it on all 

computers in this multicomputer workspace. User navigates the cursor across the display of 

the computer cluster as moving the only one mouse on the desktop surface. The only 

keyboard transforms key stroke to key value that OS recognizes and associates the key value 

with the focus where the cursor is spreading out among these computers.  
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3.4.2 Device driver based input interception 

 The UbiMice model needs to explore for another source in order to get the “rawer” 

data packet of input device than the “Raw Input” that OS APIs provides. Going down the 

layered structure of a Graphical Operating System, we find a filter driver for an input device 

is the best way to meet this requirement. Filter drivers are one of three kinds of the Windows 

Driver Model (WDM) drivers. The other two are bus drivers and device function drivers 

(including class drivers and miniport drivers) and they are necessary for each device in 

WDM. A filter driver is inserted into the existing driver stack to perform some specific 

function. A filter driver should not affect the normal working of the existing driver stack in 

any major way. A filter driver that is above the function driver is called an upper filter driver; 

a filter driver that is below the function driver (but still above the bus driver) is called a lower 

filter driver. Both filter drivers are capable to capture input events and pass them to an 

application on a Windows platform.  

 An operating system, for example Windows family OS communicates with these 

drivers by sending input and output request packets. In Windows, packets are called IRPs 

(I/O Request Packets) and they are containers for I/O requests. This data structure also 

encapsulates the information about the status of the request as it passes through layered 

drivers. 

The UbiMice firstly creates upper filter drivers for input devices following the WDM 

model and adds them to the top of the current driver stack. Since the I/O Manager sends IRPs 

for a device to the topmost filter device object (FiDO) in that device’s PnP stack, upper filter 

drivers see all requests before the function driver does and can edit the requests in any 
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desired way. In WDM Device Driver Model, each driver could have a driver object and 

several device objects associated with the driver object. A driver object represents the driver 

itself which contains pointers to all the driver subroutines that the system will ever call on its 

own motion. A device object is for handling I/O requests for a device driver. The Figure 3.4 

illustrates the structure of drivers with one device object for each driver. (The figure is 

adapted from Programming the Microsoft Windows Driver Model by Walter Oney.) In the 

figure, the left column represents an upwardly linked stack of kernel DEVICE_OBJECT 

structures, all of which relate to how the system manages a single piece of hardware. The 

middle column represents the collection of device drivers that have roles to play in the 

management. The right column illustrates the flow of an I/O Request Packets (IRPs) through 

the drivers. An upper layer driver forwards an IRP to a lower driver by advancing the IRP 

stack pointer and populating corresponding parameters. IRPs are kernel mode structures that 

are used in the Windows Driver Model. Drivers use IRPs to communicate with each other 

and with the operating system. After a driver passes the IRP to the next driver, it does not 

own the IRP and it usually is not able to access the contents in the IRP anymore. 
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Figure 3.4. The structure of device drivers. 

3.4.3 Filter driver interference 

 In principle, the cursor can send custom device I/O control requests (IOCTLs) as part 

of the IRP to the added filter driver in order to retrieve the input events. However, this 

approach works as long as the filter is the upper-most filter in the stack, because that is the 

one that handles the request first. If another filter driver is added on top of it, the custom 

requests could be rejected by the filter above it as the Figure 3.5 shows. We call this situation 

as Filter Driver Interference. To address this issue, the UbiMice model creates a standalone 

named device object, called control device object, to handle I/O communication with the 

programs running in user mode. For these programs to access the named device object, the 

UbiMice model creates a program-visible symbolic link to the device object name for 

programming purpose. Therefore, a new cursor which the UbiMice draws as the system 

cursor in user mode can open the device object by the symbolic link and issue custom 

IOCTLs that will be sent directly to the Control Device Object. 
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Figure 3.5 Filter driver interference 

 The Figure 3.6 shows the filter driver with two device objects. Device Object 1 in the 

figure is inserted in the driver stack. It filters IRPs from up and captures input events from 

bottom.  Device Object 2 reads the captured input events from Device Object 1, and sends 

them out of kernel to an application. Device Object 2 is named while Device Object 1 is not 

because Device Object 1 only provides exchange data with Device Object 2, not with 

applications.  
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Figure 3.6 The filter driver with two device objects 

 There is a tool for us to view all the active device objects associated with drivers in 

Windows. The Figure 3.7 are screenshots of a mouse and a keyboard with the UbiMice 

driver and the installed filter driver of the mouse with two device objects on Windows. 
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Lower Driver 
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(a) Mouse and keyboard installed the UbiMice driver 

 

(b) Installed mouse filter driver with two device objects 

Figure 3.7. Screenshots of UbiMice driver 
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3.4.4 Event acquisition  

 With the secondary device object, the filter driver duplicates the mouse movement 

event in Kernel Mode and sends upwards to program running in User Mode. The UbiMice 

model draws a new system cursor in User Mode to open the secondary device object of the 

filter driver by the symbolic link approach as previous section describes. The new cursor 

which is actually an application in User Mode first creates a handle to the Control Device 

Object when it starts talking with the Control Device Object. And then, the new cursor 

exchanges data in and out of the Kernel Mode by sending customized device I/O control 

requests (IOCTLs) to the Control Device Object with the DeviceIoControl() function.   

 

 

Figure 3.8. I/O Control Request Code 

 IOCTL is a control code that indicates the control operation to be performed and how 

the input buffer and output buffers can be accessed in the kernel of an operating system. That 

is a 32-bit numeric constant (DWORD) on 32-bit platform, which can be defined using the 

CTL_CODE preprocessor macro. The CTL_CODE preprocessor macro is defined by both 

the Driver Develop Kit and the Platform SDK. Both the application and the driver should 

have the code definition. The least significant 2-bits in the IOCTL code (i.e. the third 

argument to CTL_CODE) indicate the buffering method that tells how the filter driver can 

access the input buffer and output buffers supplied by the application. There are four possible 

valid values: METHOD_BUFFERED, METHOD_OUT_DIRECT, METHOD_IN_DIRECT, 
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METHOD_NEITHER. The UbiMic model uses METHOD_BUFFERED method. With 

METHOD_BUFFERED, the I/O Manager allocates a kernel buffer of the size that is the 

maximum of input length and output length for both input and output. Before the UbiMice 

cursor is to retrieve data from the Kernel Mode, the data in input buffer is copied into the 

allocated kernel buffer. When the retrieving function is returned, the Control Device Object 

puts the captured mouse input events on the allocated kernel buffer to send back to the 

UbiMice cursor. The I/O manager will copy the data from the kernel buffer to output buffer 

after the data retrieving function returns. The number of bytes put in the kernel buffer needs 

to be indicated in the IoStatus.Information field of the IRP which is in turn put in the 

BytesReturned variable by the I/O manager. That is how a UbiMice cursor uses the 

DeviceIoControl() function to get the data into and out of the filter driver. 

 So far, the UbiMice cursor gets the “Raw Data” from the keyboard and the mouse. 

The operating system does not do anything to these “Raw Data” until we sends events which 

are interpreted by these “Raw Data” back to the operating system to trigger the “event-

handlers”. APIs of operating systems offers a way to synthesize keystrokes, mouse events 

including mouse motions, and button clicks. The API function is called SendInput() function 

on Windows Platform. The SendInput() function allows applications in User Mode to send 

those events to kernel system. 
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3.4.5 Input data conversion  

 The data structure for simulating a mouse event that SendInput() function takes is 

different from the data structure a filter driver intercepts. Figure 3.9 shows these two data 

structures. MOUSEINPUT is the data structure to simulate input events while 

MOUSE_INPUT_DATA is the data structure that filter driver uses. 

typedef struct tagMOUSEINPUT { 

LONG dx; 

LONG dy; 

DWORD mouseData; 

DWORD dwFlags; 

DWORD time; 

ULONG_PTR dwExtraInfo; 

} MOUSEINPUT, *PMOUSEINPUT; 

 

typedef struct MOUSE_INPUT_DATA { 

  USHORT  UnitId; 

  USHORT  Flags; 

  union { 

    ULONG  Buttons; 

      struct { 

         USHORT  ButtonFlags; 

         USHORT  ButtonData; 

      }; 

  }; 

  ULONG  RawButtons; 

  LONG  LastX; 

  LONG  LastY; 

  ULONG  ExtraInformation; 

} MOUSE_INPUT_DATA, *PMOUSE_INPUT_DATA; 

 

Figure 3.9 Data structure of MOUSEINPUT and MOUSE_INPUT_DATA 
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 The simulated mouse event use dx and dy to indicate the cursor movement and 

dwFlags to indicate the status of buttons where MOUSE_INPUT_DATA  uses LastX, 

LastY and ButtonFlags. There is a conversion between these two data structures. The 

keyboard data also needs to be converted. The data structure read from the keyboard filter 

driver is: 

 

typedef struct _KEYBOARD_INPUT_DATA { 

  USHORT  UnitId; 

  USHORT  MakeCode; 

  USHORT  Flags; 

  USHORT  Reserved; 

  ULONG  ExtraInformation; 

} KEYBOARD_INPUT_DATA, *PKEYBOARD_INPUT_DATA; 

 

Figure 3.10 Data structure of KEYBOARD_INPUT_DATA  

 The data structure for simulating a keyboard event is: 

typedef struct tagKEYBDINPUT { 

    WORD wVk; 

    WORD wScan; 

    DWORD dwFlags; 

    DWORD time; 

    ULONG_PTR dwExtraInfo; 

} KEYBDINPUT, *PKEYBDINPUT; 

 

Figure3.11 Data structure of KEYBDINPUT   

 The wScan variable in KEYBDINPUT needs to be assigned with the value of 

MakeCode in KEYBOARD_INPUT_DATA. 
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 After the conversion between these two data structures, the UbiMice system calls 

SendInput() function once filter drivers report that new input data from keyboard and/or 

mouse are intercepted.  

 

Figure 3.12 Driver-based roaming cursor 

 In the single user UbiMice model, the user uses only one keyboard and mouse. This 

input set obtains keyboard input and mouse’s location by the approach abovementioned. The 

other keyboards and mice in this multicomputer setting can be disabled or being 

disconnected. The computer which has the active keyboard and mouse physically connected 

sends the user input to another computer by network communication if the mouse moves out 

of boundary of the machine as Figure 3.12 shows. Therefore, the UbiMice model makes the 
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manipulation of multiple computers as direct as interaction with one computer by merging 

input sources to the multicomputer workspace. 

3.5 Multicomputer information sharing 

3.5.1 Clipboard 

 In modern operating systems, users can use “Copy” or “Cut” and “Paste” operations 

to transfer data between different applications or instances of the same application. The 

software facility supporting these operations is the clipboard of operating systems. All 

applications and instances of applications have access to the clipboard so that data can be 

easily transferred between applications or within an application. Early implementation of the 

clipboard only stores plain text. Sophisticated clipboard can hold multiple types of data like 

files, bitmap images, spreadsheets entries etc. Advanced clipboard with clipboard manager 

even supports multiple transactions of a data transfer (Beumer 2006). 

 In the Graphical Operating System, if an application wants to use the clipboard, to 

display the current content of the clipboard, it registers its application window as a Clipboard 

Viewer Window in the system. The Graphical Operating System creates a Clipboard Viewer 

Chain to maintain all the applications who want to use the clipboard. All entities in the chain 

are able to process messages sent by system when the content of the clipboard changes. All 

entities in the chain are also aware of the change of the chain. When the contents of the 

clipboard changes, a clipboard viewer window in the Clipboard Viewer Chain retrieves the 

updated clipboard data and send the message that clipboard changes to the next entity in the 

Clipboard Viewer Chain. When an entity is removed from the chain, the windows next to 

this entity must unlink the entity from the chain.  
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 The clipboard viewer window does not affect the data-transaction functions of the 

clipboard. It only displays compatible data format on its window when the content of the 

clipboard changes. Users need not be aware of the clipboard formats used for the content on 

the clipboard. The list of all formats supported by Windows can be found at Microsoft 

MSDN (msdn.microsoft.com). 

3.5.2 UbiMice clipboard for multiple computers 

 The UbiMice cursor adds itself to the clipboard viewer chain since it is an application 

with application window which is the bitmap of cursor. This dissertation shows how 

UbiMice to handle plain text and file transfer between two computers with the existing 

clipboard system. 

 UbiMice defines the data format for the UbiMice cursor clipboards as shown in the 

Figure 3.13 to transfer plain text and files between two computers. The count field indicates 

the number of formats for the clipboard. For each format, it consists of the format name, the 

length of the data, and the actual data. The data of transferring plain text is a NULL-

terminated string. The data of transferring files is a list of files and directories. Each file or 

directory is NULL-terminated and the list is also NULL-terminated. Therefore, the data of 

transferring files on the clipboard is composed of multiple NULL-delimited strings that are 

ended with a double NULL terminator. The IP_Addr field indicates the clipboard source. 

Later, the target machine can use the IP_Addr and Port fields to retrieve the files using the 

protocol described in the Chapter 3.5.3.    
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Figure 3.13 The data structure for the UbiMice cursor clipboard. 

 Whenever there is a change to the machine clipboard, a message will be sent to all the 

clipboard viewers. Our clipboard viewer will enumerate all the formats. If the format is of 

transferring files, we call API function to get the handle of this data, and all the path names 

from the handle. The path names along with the machine IP address and the port number of 

the file transfer service will be packed as shown in the Figure 3.13 and stored with the 

UbiMice cursor. If a user selects a list of files and directories and performs a copy operation 

at a computer, the path names for these files and directories along with the machine IP 

address and the service port number will be saved into the UbiMice cursor clipboard under 

the format as transferring files. 

 Whenever the software cursor is associated with a new computer, the software cursor 

needs to set the cursor clipboard into the machine clipboard. However, each association does 

not always lead to a paste operation. If there is no paste operation, there is no need to transfer 

files. To be efficient, UbiMice adopts delayed rendering. Only when there is a paste 
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operation, the format of transferring files will be sent to the source computer. The source 

computer then makes a connection to the target computer using the IP address and the service 

port number. Once the connection is established, the source computer can send the 

pathnames one by one to request the files using the simple file transfer protocol described in 

the Chapter 3.5.3. The received files will be saved in a temporary directory. At the same time, 

all the pathnames are mapped to reflect their new locations under the temporary directory. 

The mapped path names will then be used to set the clipboard of the target computer. At this 

time, the corresponding files will be transferred from the temporary directory into the target 

directory. Therefore, if a user performs a paste operation at the target computer, the files 

recorded will be transferred from the source to the target computer and directory.  

3.5.3 UbiMice Simple File Transfer Protocol 

 To facility file transferring between two computers, the UbiMice model implements a 

simple file transfer protocol using TCP/IP. The file transfer server needs to run on any 

physical computer within a virtual computer because any computer with the virtual computer 

can be the source of file transferring. The server listens on a default port of 10004. When a 

client makes a connection to the server, the server will spawn a thread to handle the file 

transfer requests from the client. The file transfer request is of the (PATH_NAME, length, 

STR_PATHNAME) form. The pathname can be a file name or a directory name on the server. 

The client does not need to know the type of pathname. If the pathname is determined to be a 

file at the server, the server will retrieve the file and send it to the client. Specifically, the 

reply starts with the (FILE_NAME, length, filename) packet followed by a number of 

(DATA_FILE, length, data) packets depending on the file size. The last DATA_FILE 

packet always has length = 0 to indicate the end of the file. To be consistent with the 
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directory transfer case, the server sends the END_LIST packet that carries no parameter to 

indicate the end of reply. When the client receives the FILE_NAME packet, it splits the 

filename into the directory and file path, and then creates the directory under a temporary 

directory using and creates the file handle at server. The client writes the received 

DATA_FILE packets to the file when the (DATA_FILE, 0) packet arrives. At that time, the 

client closes the file. 

 If the pathname in (PATH_NAME, length, STR_PATHNAME) is a directory, the 

server retrieves and sends the whole sub-tree rooted at STR_PATHNAME. The server 

enumerates all the files and subdirectories under a requested directory. For each file, the 

server sends the file using the protocol described in the previous paragraph, i.e., a 

FILE_NAME packet followed by a bunch of DATA_FILE packets. For each directory, the 

server will send (DIR_NAME, length, STR_DIRNAME) packet, and recursively enumerate 

all the files and subdirectories under the directory of STR_DIRNAME. On receiving the 

DIR_NAME packet, the client will create a corresponding directory. The END_LIST packet is 

sent by the server to indicate the end of reply. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MULTI-USER UBIMICE MODEL 

 Chapter 3 describes the UbiMice model in the scenario that single user manipulates 

multiple computers with one set of mouse and keyboard. In Discrete Mathematics, the single 

user model forms a one-onto-multiple problem. That is multiple computers are mapped to 

one user’s input. By deducing the application, we generalize the one-onto-multiple problem 

to a multiple-to-multiple problem. In other words, the model builds a system that multiple co-

located users manipulate multiple co-located computers simultaneously. The UbiMice model 

favors multiple users the capability to interact with multiple computers in the same session. It 

turns operating systems running on these computers to a multi-user multitasking interactive 

operating system. 

4.1 Taxonomy of Operating Systems 

4.1.1 Multi-programming OS 

 The appearance of Operating Systems terminates the time when there is only 

computers but no software. The chief function of an operating system is to allow user to 

manage the resources of a complex computer system in the manner of using software instead 

of rewiring the hardware. Milestones have been marked along with the development of 

Operating Systems in the past decades. Batch Systems and Multi-programmed Systems 

dramatically reduce slack time of computer systems. Operating Systems with interactive 

interface bring more people close to computers and bring down the price of a computer 
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because of volume production.  When the processing speed of the computer is many orders 

of magnitude faster than the actions taken by a user, multi-user time sharing system is highly 

desired. Some prototype multi-user systems have come out.  

 Nowadays, operating system researchers and operating system manufactures usually 

classify multifarious operating systems from perspectives of multiprogramming and multi-

user while other perspectives like system bit width, real-time, multi-processor could also be 

helpful as criteria.  Multiprogramming is exactly as it sounds. It is a rudimentary form of 

parallel processing in which several jobs are processed at the same time on one computer 

from a computer user’s point of view. If the operating system is single tasking, it means only 

one program can be running at a time. Instead, a multiprogramming operating system 

executes part of one program, then part of another, and so on at the backend.  Both Windows 

and Linux are multiprogramming. So, a user can have several browsers going along with 

messenger and however number of other programs running in the background. 

4.1.2 Multi-user OS 

 Another dimension, single user or multi-user is more complicated than 

multiprogramming when it is used to determine an operating system.  Consider a typical 

personal computer. When a user sits down at the computer and writes documents or browses 

a website with the only keyboard and mouse, the single-user operating system provides this 

user the access to the computer system. If another user needs access to the computer, she or 

he must wait till the current user finishes what she or he is doing and leaves since there is 

only a single keyboard and mouse that accept user input commands, and a single display 

monitor to present the output.  
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Literally, a multi-user operating system lets more than one user access the computer system 

at one time. The Second user may use another directly hard-wired terminal which is a set of a 

keyboard, a mouse and associated display monitor(s) or another full computer connecting to 

the computer via a network.   

 The Windows operating system is originally designed as a single-user operating 

system. It hosts a complete execution environment for a single user. Each system can only be 

used by one person for running interactive Windows applications on the system's desktop. 

Even versions after Windows NT, although they are multi-user systems, have not provided 

for multiple Windows sessions simultaneously. 

 Starting from Windows NT Terminal Server Edition, Windows allow a single server 

to host multiple login sessions from other computers, Windows terminals or even non-

Windows environments. By keeping the execution of applications and the Windows session 

itself on a single powerful server computer, other users can implement easy-to-administer 

"thin client" strategies for their client systems. Microsoft○R  MultiPoint Server 2010 and other 

multi-users Windows systems from companies such as Citrix○R  (www.citrix.com) are also 

built on this architecture. It reduces the cost for businesses and schools.  

 The multi-user Windows systems provide a separate Windows session for each login, 

like a Remote Desktop session. Conceptually, this is similar to a traditional multi-user UNIX 

system hosting multiple X Window terminal sessions. Those operating systems with 

capability of handling many terminals partition all resources into isolated portions for 

different users. It manages and runs all user requests, ensuring they do not interfere with each 

other. Devices that are serial in nature, like printers and disks which can only be used by one 
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user at a time must be time shared amongst all those requesting them so that all the output are 

not jumbled up. If each user tried to send their document to the printer at the same time, the 

end result would be garbage. Instead, documents are sent to a queue, and each document is 

printed in its entirety before the next document to be printed is retrieved from the queue.  

4.1.3 Multiple pointing 

 The isolation of different user sessions prevents users from team collaboration since 

different users are not able to work inside the same active interacting session to the system. 

Present operating systems which support multi-user collaboration in the same session best is 

enabling multi-pointer approach for a graphical operating system. The emerging technology 

is original inspired by the nature that most human activities are done in bimanual manner. 

Studies show that bimanual input is a more efficient and effective approach for Human-

Computer Interaction both in terms of the time it takes to articulate and execute user 

command, and in the way tasks are cognitively processed. Same effect stands while multiple 

users are able to collaborative work at a task simultaneously by supporting each other’s 

operation. 

 Most operating systems even did not support connecting multiple pointing devices in 

their early releases because using more than one device at the same time generally results in 

seemingly random movements of the pointer compared to using a single screen pointer. In 

later versions, as Microsoft Windows, since Windows 98, has supported multiple 

simultaneous pointing devices. However, the essence of multiple-device support in Windows 

system means that the second device is available for use without having to disconnect or 

disable the first. The advantage of this support lies not in simultaneous use, but in 
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simultaneous availability for alternate use: for example, a laptop user editing a complex 

document might use a handheld mouse for drawing and manipulation of graphics, but when 

editing a section of text, use a built-in trackpad to allow movement of the pointer while 

keeping his hands on the keyboard. 

 Then, the two-handed interaction model becomes a more generic model, called multi-

pointer, like MPX (Hutterer and Thomas 2007, 39-46) or multi-touch which the later is 

exploited by consumer product manufacture widely. Research prototypes and products such 

as (Myers, Lie , and Yang 2000, 41; Malik and Laszlo 2004, 289-296) and Microsoft Surface 

(www.microsoft.com/surface/) extends the single user multi-touch to serve multiple 

concurrent users by recognizing and tracking multiple touch points. At the same time, 

literatures also talk about the challenge to a system that favors multiple users with multi-

pointer functionality. Among these implementations, identifying distinct inputs from 

different users is addressed. Some systems bring in hardware as helpers to differentiate 

parties while the UbiMice model does not. 

 Another point that makes the UbiMice model unique is that UbiMice is the first 

multi-user, multi-point, multicomputer collaboration framework to the best knowledge we 

already know. Both Microsoft Surface and MPX belong to the genre of Single Display 

Groupware (SDG) system which user interface is rendered by one computer. The multi-user 

UbiMice model this dissertation presents offers participants with all freedoms of operations 

that they have in a single-user single-computer. The UbiMice model fully utilizes existing 

operations for the team member and provides a collaboration framework for participants on a 

multicomputer workspace. 
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4.2 Multi-user multicomputer interaction 

4.2.1 Architecture of multi-user UbiMice model 

 In the single user UbiMice model, multiple co-located computers use one set of 

mouse and keyboard as source of input to eliminate the gap in using multiple input sources. 

The computer with active keyboard and mouse dispatches the location information to itself or 

another computer in the multicomputer workspace where the user focus moves to. When the 

location information reaches a computer, the computer informs its corresponding “event-

handlers”. And the computer responses user input only if the mouse event happens on this 

computer’s territory. 

 The proposed multi-user UbiMice model allows co-located teammate to collaborate 

their work by forming a multicomputer workspace with their workstations. All the users and 

computers in this workspace are in the same session of completing a task collaboratively. A 

user A can migrate his or her cursor into another B’s display screen to interact with B’s 

workstation as the Figure 4.1 shows assuming B is teamed up with A, vice versa. So, 

teammates are able to gather their visual centers to one active spot on the whole display area 

assembled by monitors of multiple computers. 

Multiple users can also smoothly interchange their digital information among their 

computers by regular mouse operations when they are working side by side. That is to say, 

Alice uses her input device, the mouse and the keyboard to access files on Bob’s computer 

and brings a file back to her computer, vice versa. In the special case, when Bob is not active 

on his computer, such as Bob unplugs his mouse and keyboard from his workstation, Alice 

are able to fully control Bob’s computer. At this moment, Alice encloses Bob’s computer to 
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her computer cluster to use these two computers as they are in single user UbiMice model 

discussed in Chapter 3. From another perspective, the single user UbiMice model and multi-

user UbiMice model cross over on a multicomputer workspace. In most cases, Alice and Bob 

actively use their mice and keyboards simultaneously. Alice or Bob’s mouse sometimes 

travels to the other’s display. The computing units support those operations on the screen. 

However, the current operating system only draws one cursor for mouse even multiple 

mouse-like input devices are connected simultaneously abovementioned. Even if Alice’s 

cursor can move to Bob’s display with the technique the single-user UbiMice model 

described in the previous chapter, Alice and Bob do not have separate cursors. A system 

cursor will be driven by internal mouse event generated by its adjacent computer and mouse 

events from another computer since the arriving mouse data packages also synthesize cursor 

event with the technique described in the Chapter 3. So, Alice’s roaming cursor interferences 

Bob’s cursor as the situation that multiple input devices exist simultaneously.  
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(a) Conventional model 

 

(b) UbiMice model with multiple cursors 

Figure 4.1. Multiple user interact with multiple computers 

 So, to solve the problem that local mouse lost the fully control of the cursor when 

roaming cursor enters, the proposed model need to provide separate cursors for multiple 

users. The new model draws multiple customized multi-user cursors for different users. Each 

user’s cursor follow the mouse and keyboard data packages read from the computer to which 

user’s mouse and keyboard connect, physically. Alice’s cursor enters Bob’s computer 

without changing Bob’s cursor’s current position. The movement of Alice’s cursor depends 
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on the mouse data packages from the filter driver installed on Alice’s machine. So does 

Bob’s cursor. Alice’s cursor could still do whatever Bob’s system cursor does on Bob’s 

machine. 

4.2.2 Customized multi-user cursor 

 To allow multiple users to collaboratively work in the same session, multiple pointers 

are needed, both the hardware and software. A user, who needs to interact with the 

multicomputer system, connects a set of keyboard and mouse to any one of computers. The 

UbiMice model assigns a cursor for the user. In this scenario, the UbiMice model draws 

multiple cursors for different participants in the same working session. The UbiMice model 

draws a system cursor like window with alphabet as its sequence named Multi-User UbiMice 

Cursor (MU
2
 Cursor). 

 

Figure 4.2 Multi-User UbiMice Cursor 

 Next, the UbiMice model lets these cursors follow read-in mouse and keyboard data 

packages from different participants’ input hardware devices. The MU
2
 Cursor the UbiMice 

model draws is a window running on User Mode layer of the operating system. Once the 

filter driver intercepts data packages from input devices, the UbiMice model simulates the 

MU
2
 Cursor’s movement as system cursor’s movement by calling API function which moves 

the window by taking its horizontal and vertical increments as arguments. With the 

simulation approach mentioned in the previous chapter, the real system cursor moves along 
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with this cursor. So, it seems that the MU
2
 Cursor could do whatever the system cursor does 

e.g. button event response. Actually, all the events are done by the system cursor based on 

the input stream simulation. 

4.2.3 Cross cursor 

 In the UbiMice model, a computer in this multi-user multicomputer workspace could 

either has a set of input devices like mouse and keyboard or not. If there is no input device, 

this computer is controlled by the other participants. If there is, the system creates a MU
2
 

Cursor for the input devices. The MU
2
 Cursor is able to go across the screen which means the 

cursor running on machine A could be on computer B and do whatever B’s system cursor 

does. This scenario is called cross cursor.  

 The problem is complex if there are many cursor involved. We use a star model to 

keep track of every machine. In the star model, every machine is equipped with a sender, a 

listener and a receiver threads. The machine is called local machine and is the center node of 

star model if there is a mouse connected. A machine is called remote machine and is the 

leave node if other machine’s mouse is in its screen. Local screen simulates its mouse if 

corresponding cursor is in its screen. Local screen uses sender thread to send mouse data 

package if its corresponding cursor move across border from local screen to remote screen. 

Remote screen uses listener thread to be informed if there is a new cursor moving into its 

screen and invoke a receiver thread to handle later coming mouse and keyboard data package 

since the unique receiver will be blocked and is not able to handle the other coming cursors if 

it continues to handle current coming cursor data packages. 
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 We set up a socket connection for communication between sender and receiver(s). 

Once the connection is established, it could be used before it is shut down. Therefore, no 

delay occurs when multiple MU
2
 Cursor travel among multiple computers. 

4.3 Multi-user multicomputer information sharing 

 The data transferring (plain text and file) model described in Chapter 3 is extended 

for serving multiple users based on the star model. Multiple users can exchange data among 

different computers. The multi-user UbiMice model creates a clipboard for each cursor 

named as cursor clipboard. The clipboard associated with each computer is referred to as a 

machine clipboard. Since UbiMice makes no changes to the operating system or the 

applications running on the operating system, UbiMice cursor clipboard implementation is 

based on the machine clipboard. Whenever the machine clipboard is changed, its new content 

is copied to the cursor clipboard of the software cursor active on the machine. To paste the 

content of a cursor clipboard to an application, the cursor clipboard content has to be copied 

to the machines clipboard first. When a clipboard is kept with a MU
2
 Cursor , different MU

2
 

Cursors have different clipboards. The Figure 4.3 illustrates three MU
2 

Cursors with three 

different clipboards. 
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Figure 4.3  Three software cursors with three different clipboards. 

 The mechanism of how cursor clipboards of MU
2
 Cursors obtain contents from 

computers is the same as the clipboard in Single User Model. Whenever a user clicks his or 

her MU
2
 Cursor on one computer in the multicomputer workspace, the cursor will be actively 

associated with the corresponding computer if the association does not exist before. At the 

same time, the content of the cursor clipboard will be sent to the corresponding machine 

clipboard. After that, the paste operation will use the new machine clipboard content which is 

the same as the cursor clipboard of the active MU
2
 Cursor. Delayed rendering approach is 

applied for the efficiency purpose based on the Simple File Transfer Protocol as they are 

described in Chapter 3. 

 

ABC UVW XYZ 
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4.4 Selective collaboration 

 In the scenario that there are more than two participants, selective collaboration is 

considered necessary for the multi-user UbiMice model. Let’s take a look at this example. 

Alice, Bob and Charles are using three computers to form an UbiMice multi-user workspace. 

Alice is the team leader of the three. She needs to interact with both Bob’s computer and 

Charles’s computer in this workspace. For some reason, Bob does not want Charles to 

directly interact with his computer. In another way, Bob does not want Charles’s cursor to 

move to his work station but Alice’s. The star model in the Chapter 4.2.3 equalizes input 

steams from all these three computers and sends an intercepted input stream from a computer 

to all the “listeners” in the multicomputer workspace. To meet the requirement that the team 

needs, the UbiMice implements a selective collaboration mechanism. 

 The approach that the UbiMice uses for the selective collaboration mechanism is to 

identify the Multi-User UbiMice Cursor with its owner’s identification. The Multi-User 

UbiMice Cursor gives a visual feedback to a user as the Figure 4.3 shows to recognize his or 

her cursor from the other users’ cursors from the multicomputer workspace. Internally, the 

UbiMice Cursor Model builds user account information from the logon session to the Multi-

User UbiMice Cursor. Present, when a user attempts to log on to a computer, the operating 

system verify the user’s credential. The administrator of a computer can define who can log 

on to the system as what kind of role of the system. If the logon is successful, the system 

creates an access token for this user. All subsequent interactions with the system depend on 

the privilege that the access token includes. When an operation with the current access token 

is denied by the system due to privilege restriction, a user can try to run an application or a 

resource as another user if the current user has the logon credential of another user. In a 
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single-user Graphical Operating System, there is usually one active access token since there 

is only one user.  

 LPTSTR lpszUsername = L"csguest"; 

 

      LPTSTR lpszDomain = L"cs.ua.edu";     

 

      LPTSTR lpszPassword = L"password4guest"; 

 

      DWORD dwLogonType = LOGON32_LOGON_INTERACTIVE; 

 

      DWORD dwLogonProvider = LOGON32_PROVIDER_DEFAULT; 

 

      HANDLE hToken;  

 

 LogonUser( 

  lpszUsername,     

            lpszDomain,        

            lpszPassword,      

            dwLogonType,      // Type of logon 

            dwLogonProvider,  // The logon provider 

            &hToken           // Pointer to handle that received the token 

            ) 

 

Figure 4.4  LogonUser() Function 

 

 In the multi-user UbiMice model, the UbiMice framework retrieves the logon user’s 

identification and implants it to the MU
2
 Cursor once it is created. When this MU

2
 Cursor 

tries to move across its home computer boundary to a roaming computer, the roaming 

computer first checks if the system setting allows this user to use the roaming computer. That 

is to say, the roaming computer validates if the owner of this MU
2
 Cursor can log on to the 

operating system as an authorized user. If the owner identification of the MU
2
 Cursor passes 

the authentication check, the roaming computer assigns the roaming cursor with the access 

token and the roaming computer keeps track of the access token of the roaming MU
2
 Cursor 

for all its subsequent operations. On Windows platforms, the multi-user UbiMice model uses 

an API function called LogonUser() which wraps up procedures abovementioned. The 

LogonUser() function allows local operating system to generate a handle for the user who 
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successfully passes the authentication check with a user name and plaintext password by the 

LogonUser() function as the Figure 4.4 shows. 

     The token can be used to impersonate the specific user and create further process that 

runs in the context of the specific user. The detail usage about how the logon access token is 

used for security purpose will be elaborated in the next chapter of this dissertation. If the call 

of LogonUser() function fails, the attempting user can not move his or her cursor to this 

computer. The user obtains extended error information. 

 This selective collaboration mechanism is fully built on the existing user account 

management of an operating system, which does not need additional configuration on users’ 

computers. With the selective collaboration mechanism, Bob removes Charles’s account 

from the local account list of his computer as the Figure 4.5 shows. So that, Charles’s cursor 

is not able to move to Bob’s computer while Alice’s can because Alice is an authorized user 

of Bob’s computer. 
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(a) Charles is in Alice’s collaborating group 

 

(b) Charles is removed from Alice’s collaborating group 

Figure 4.5 Selective collaboration configuration 
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 The multi-user UbiMice model builds a framework of multiprogramming operating 

system for multiple users. The model allows multiple active users collaborating in one 

session. When the secondary user is to work on the computer that the primary user of this 

computer is working, the secondary user does not need to terminate the primary user’s 

session.  
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CHPATER 5 

SECURITY 

5.1 Design principles 

 As Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 discuss, the UbiMice model for a multicomputer 

workspace empowers productivity of a single user or a group of users by its fluid interaction 

fashion. The seamless UbiMice framework unites distributed resources which are provided 

by co-located computers. It makes information exchange more convenience – a user can 

easily move data among computers and does not have to borrow additional tools. However, 

like most distributed systems, a user also has information on one or some computers in this 

multicomputer workspace that he or she does not want to share with the entire workspace, 

and/or with other participants in the UbiMice model, such as payroll spreadsheets, classified 

documents, and personnel data. That means, restriction of resources access should still apply 

if there is such a policy. Fluid interaction and collaboration features of the UbiMice do not 

sacrifice protective capability of information security and privacy. Many other ubiquitous 

computing models also emphasize this issue. The security model of the UbiMice aims to give 

the ability to keep confidential resources from unauthorized access in a multicomputer 

workspace where the UbiMice model applies.  

 One straw man approach which is widely used to protect files from unauthorized 

access is encrypting every file with a software security key. The protected files are to be 

decrypted before they are used. The computational cost of the encryption-decryption is high 

(Gaubatz, Kaps, and Sunar 2005, 2-18) for each way. For a large volume of file operations, 
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this computing overhead is not applicable.  To regain efficiency, the UbiMice model needs to 

explorer an alternative solution.  

 Another designing principle of the UbiMice model is to let users keep their existing 

operative mode and interacting behavior with the computer. Thus, this dissertation proposes 

the UbiMice security model as an apparent framework to end users. Users does not need to 

learn how to use the security feature and spend extra time on setting another security policy 

in order to deploy the UbiMice safe. 

5.2 Access control model 

 End users currently set a file or folder's access permissions for a specific user, 

computer, or group of users with the access control feature in an operating system. When the 

permission is set, a user defines the type and level of access granted to a user or group for a 

particular file or folder. For example, a user can grant Read and Write permissions to the 

entire working team for the file schedule.doc. This permission control can let one user read 

the contents of a file, let another user make changes to the file, and prevent all other users 

from accessing the file at all. The permission can be changed if the user is the owner of that 

file or folder, or the user has permission to make such changes. Any operating system with a 

secure file system supports the access control of files.  

 The UbiMice model keeps the way that end users are familiar with to protect 

resources which are not for sharing. UbiMice defines the operation of accessing a shared 

resource as a process on these resources. The relationship between processes and protected 

resources forms an access control model. Security model of UbiMice controls the ability of 

processes running in the UbiMice model accessing protected resources based on this access 
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control mechanism. In this dissertation, the UbiMice model mainly focuses on protecting 

files and directories as shared resources.  

5.3 Authentication of access privilege 

5.3.1 Access token 

 As Chapter 4 mentioned, in a Graphical Operating System, the system authenticates a 

user’s logon request by verifying user’s account name and password. If the logon is 

successful, the system creates an access token for this user. The access token is an object that 

also describes what security attributes or rules that are currently in effect to this logged-on 

user. The information defines privileges of the user account and every process executed on 

behalf of this user has a copy of this access token. Instead of embedding the username of 

following process, the operating system creates the access token with user’s security 

identifier (SID) in the access token to identify the user in all subsequent process generated by 

this user. The reason is that internal processes in operating systems refer to an account's SID 

rather than the account's user or group name. A security identifier is a data structure of 

variable length that identifies user, group, and computer accounts. It is a string of 

alphanumeric characters assigned to each user. Every account of a computer or on a network 

is issued a unique SID when the account is first created by an authority such as a Windows 

domain controller. When a SID has been used as the identifier for a user or group, it cannot 

ever be used again to identify another user or group.  

 An SID looks like this: 

  S-1-5-32-1045337234-12924708993-5683276719-19000  
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 Windows system usually breaks this down into this pattern: 

 (SID)-(Revision Level)-(Identifier-Authority)-(subauthority1)-(subauthority2)-(etc)  

 where the initial S merely identifies the following string as being an SID, Revision 

Level is always set to be 1, and Identifier-Authority,  a 48-bit string that identifies the 

authority (the computer or network) that created the SID. At system level, Windows uses 

SIDs for permission check when a process requires a resource. In the UbiMice Model, a 

security identifier is a unique value of variable length to identify a trustee who has the 

privilege to access a file or a folder. 

5.3.2 Security descriptor of resources 

 On the other hand, both a file and a directory of an operating system can have a 

security descriptor to define their own set of specific access right since they are securable 

objects from the operating system point of view.  Take NTFS-based Windows platform as an 

example, a security descriptor is specified when and only when a file or a directory is created 

either by GUI operations or programming. It records who is the owner, how is this file or 

directory inherited from its parent directory. Owner and other user can retrieve the security 

descriptor by checking the “security tab” of a file or a directory shown on Figure 5.1.  
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Figure 5.1 Security tab of a file of Windows. 

 When a process initiated by a particular user tries to access a securable object, the 

operating system examines the object’s security descriptor to determine whether the access 

will be granted. Before allowing a process to carry out on an object, the security subsystem 

performs an access check to determine whether the subject is authorized to perform the 

action on that object. 

 The security descriptor constructs a discretionary access control list (DACL) which is 

controlled by the owner of a file or a directory to specify the access other users can have to 

the file or the directory. The DACL adds different Access Control Entries (ACE) for 

different users. Each ACE contains a set of access rights (DELETE, READ_CONTROL, 

WRITE_DAC, WRITE_OWNER, and SYNCHRONIZE) and a security identifier that 
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identifies a user as a trustee. In most cases, owners control access to a file or a directory by 

using access-allowed ACEs instead of explicitly defining deny access to a file or a directory. 

The operating system uses a single bitmap representation of ACE rights for all files and 

directories. Not all bits are meaningful for various objects. Only rights that are appropriate 

for an object are applied. Standard rights are those rights that are common to all securable 

objects. Generic rights are convenient shorthand for specifying rights of similar intent for 

various objects. The specification of generic rights is mapped into the appropriate set of 

specific rights. Integrity labels are also encoded using the ACE rights field when specifying 

the ACL. An example of ACE rights is shown in Figure 5.2. 

 

 

Figure 5.2 ACL Access Mask 

5.3.3 Process of authentication 

  In a single-user graphical operating system, there is usually one active access token 

since there is only one user. The UbiMice model extends this access control mechanism for 

multiple users by managing multiple access tokens for different users on a computer when 

their cursors attempt to interact with the computer for the first time. When a partner user’s 

cursor is to access a file or a directory, the UbiMice model first pulls out the access token of 
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this user to read the security identifier (SID) of the user’s account. Then, the system checks 

the discretionary access control list (DACL) of the target file or directory, looking for all 

ACEs that apply to the SID. Since there may be more than one ACE for a SID, which defines 

allowed, denied or audited right of a SID to this file or directory. The system checks all 

ACEs to determine what operation(s) can the process do to this file or directory. For example, 

if one ACE grants read access to a group and another ACE grants write access to a user who 

is a member of the group, the user can have both read and write access to the file or the 

directory.  

 

Figure 5.3 Access authentication 

 The following illustration shows the relationship between these security structures: 
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Figure 5.4 ACE check 

5.3.4 Access control on multicomputer file system  

 The selective collaboration mechanism in Chapter 4 eliminates a particular participant 

in a team from interacting with a computer in the multicomputer workspace. This participant 

is not able to use the functionalities that the UbiMice model provided to access that computer. 

Somehow, an authorized user of that computer can show the contents of that computer to this 

participant if needed. The access control pattern being discussed here is to prevent texts and 

files from unauthorized data duplication or remove operations. Explicitly, a participant who 

has logon credential to a computer still obeys the permission rule of accessing file systems, 

which the security descriptor defines. However, the participant does not need to log on to this 

computer. His cursor carries his logon credential along with its movement from its home 

computer to this computer. The visiting computer will generate access token for the owner of 
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the cursor based on the logon credential with the technique talked in Chapter 5.3.1. The 

owner is considered to be a trustee of the multicomputer workspace in the UbiMice model. 

 When the cursor of a trustee is to copy a file from Computer A to Computer B, the 

UbiMice model checks all access-allowed and access-denied Access Control Entries (ACEs) 

in the Discretionary Access Control List (DACL) to determine the effective rights for the 

trustee. For all ACEs that allow or deny rights to a group, the UbiMice enumerates the 

members of the group to determine whether the trustee is a member because the trustee's 

effective access rights are also impacted by access rights that the ACL grants to any groups 

of which the trustee is a member. An access mask is generated, which represents the right 

this trustee has on the file the trustee acquires. If the trustee has the right to make a copy of 

the file, the UbiMice Model will let the trustee’s cursor to copy contents to its clipboard and 

carry it to another computer. If not, no data will be updated at the clipboard. 

 At the target machine where the cursor moves to, the UbiMice model also checks if 

the owner of the cursor has the privilege to create a new file at a directory as a trustee. If not, 

late rendering approach of the UbiMice Model saves time on transferring data. 

 For plain texts in a file, the UbiMice model makes use of the security descriptor of 

the file to protect the plain text from unauthorized copy operations because the plain text is 

not a secure object in the operating system. The UbiMice model retrieves the effective access 

right of a trustee to the file. If the trustee has the right to copy the file, the UbiMice model 

grants the trustee to copy plain texts to the clipboard of the trustee’s cursor. At the target 

computer where these plain texts are moved to, the operation is actually to change a file. 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms721532%28v=VS.85%29.aspx#_security_access_control_entry_gly
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms721532%28v=VS.85%29.aspx#_security_access_control_list_gly
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Therefore, the UbiMice model validates that if the trustee of the cursor who is carrying those 

plain texts has the permission to change the file.  
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CHAPTER 6 

APPLICATIONS 

 The proposed model presents a fluid human-computer interaction architecture for a 

user or users to employ multiple computers in a workspace. With this model, a user can use 

multiple computers just like a single computer. A user needs little training to use a multiple 

computer system built from the proposed UbiMice model. The proposed model builds a 

foundation for further applications in different realms. 

6.1 Desktop 

 Concurrent multitasking works usually demand multiple computers working 

simultaneously in arm reachable distance. The ubiquity of computing devices enables a user 

to have a multicomputer workspace. To provide fluid operations and to solve the “Desktop 

Clutter” problem which is caused by using multiple mice and keyboards, the UbiMice model 

implements an intuitive human-computer interaction approach to a user. The UbiMice model 

allows user directly manipulate these co-located computers by eliminating the usage of 

redundant input devices like mice and keyboards. The model turns all the computer screens 

in a working space into a single virtual display screen without using additional hardware.  

 Bob is an employee who both works at office and home. Every morning, Bob brings 

his laptop with him to his office. When Bob puts his laptop computer on the desktop, he can 

use the full size keyboard and mouse which are adjacent to his desktop computer to operate 

both the desktop computer and the laptop computer with the UbiMice model. Bob can 
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directly move the project files he worked last night from his laptop to his desktop by using 

the desktop’s mouse. Bob can also explicitly cut/copy and paste a file or some texts to his 

secondary desktop computers from the laptop computer from his primary office desktop 

computer. All these operation can be done by one mouse and one keyboard. He does not 

move his hands from one set of mouse and keyboard to another set. Therefore, he does not 

need to remember which keyboard and mouse connect to which computer as it was before. 

These direct mouse operations replace the inconvenient ways such as using flash drives that 

Bob has to use to copy files between computers. What he does now is just clicking the pop-

up menu with the mouse on different display monitors or using hotkey combinations on one 

keyboard. After the day is over, Bob can move files that he may need at home from the 

desktop back to his laptop with the UbiMice quickly and easily. 

 A network/system administrator is also benefits from adopting the UbiMice model in 

his or her workspace. The UbiMice model dramatically reduces their hands movement 

among different mice and keyboards which are connected to multiple domain controllers and 

different systems. In combined with “touch & mouse interaction on the keyboard” 

applications (Fallot-burghardt et al. 2006, 465) (Block, Gellersen, and Villar 2010, 1145-

1154), the UbiMice model allows network/system administrators to rest their fingers on one 

keys in higher proportion of time. They are able to maintain their focus on the screens instead 

of carrying out with a mouse laboriously.  

6.2 Meeting room 

 A face-to-face meeting is a creative activity for brainstorming since group meeting 

boosts collaboration such as reflection and reinterpretation (Hewett 2005, 383-409; Lugt 
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2002, 43-54). Many researchers in human–computer interaction have shown that 

collaborative work can improve productivity (Bérard 2003; Golovchinsky, Carter, and Biehl 

2009; Abowd 2000, 508-530; Bier and Freeman 1991, 79-86; Bricker, Baker, and Tanimoto 

1997, 313-314; Inkpen et al. 1997, 138-145; Stewart, Bederson, and Druin 1999, 286-293). 

 In a conventional meeting, a whiteboard often serves as the central communication 

medium for a group meeting and a small interactive lecture. Participants present their 

thoughts by quickly scribbling texts and diagrams on the whiteboard. The others who also 

gathered in front of the whiteboard capture ideas from this integral part of the meeting. To 

bring the affordances of whiteboards to digital tools, Computerized whiteboards appears.  

The computerized whiteboard aims to support collaborative activates apparently to the users 

by utilizing digital resources to assist participants since the early research implementation 

such as the Xerox LiveBoard system (Elrod et al. 1992, 599-607). After that, systems, such 

as the Tivoli (Moran, Chiu, and Melle 1997, 45-54), the Magic Table (Bérard 2003), the 

Flatland ( Mynatt et al. 1999, 346-353), the LambdaVision  (Leigh et al. 2006, 964-971) keep 

the drawing – showing fashion to make the large display as a stylus-based or gesture-based 

computational sketchpad, like the Xerox LiveBoard (Elrod et al. 1992, 599-607) . The others 

distribute some of the whiteboard functions to other computational devices which are 

adjacent to the computerized whiteboard. These devices support the system as tool palettes, 

like (Rekimoto 1998, 344-351; Olwal and Feiner 2009, 181-188; Myers et al. 2004, 36-43; 

Hopmann, Thalmann, and Vexo 2009, 306-315) . Both fashions are to ease information 

access and to facilitate brainstorming on the large shared display surface by maintaining 

continuous flow of idea presenting and exchanging. Now, the digital whiteboards is 

ubiquitous in the modern workplace.  
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 However, research results (Golovchinsky, Carter, and Biehl 2009; Abowd 2000, 508-

530) suggest that the usage of the digital whiteboard is all but nonexistent if the novel digital 

tool asks too much time for users, both lecturer and audience before they are familiar with 

the new system. In such a case, users prefer to use a traditional whiteboard, instead 

(Golovchinsky, Carter, and Biehl 2009). A whiteboard system should provide users many of 

the affordances of their existing behaviors. Both Hinrichs,  et al. (Hinrichs, Carpendale , and 

Scott 2006, 27-34) and Guimbretiere, et al. (Guimbretière, Stone, and Winograd 2001, 21-30) 

mention this issue in their studies.  

 The UbiMice model presents an apparent human-computer interface to participants in 

a meeting on top of existing personal operating systems and personal computers. Users do 

not need to be trained because they feel like using the UbiMice model supported meeting 

room is the same as using their own personal computers. When Alice is to illustrate a 

complicated process to Bob and Charles, she moves the illustration diagram from her laptop 

computer to the whiteboard display. Then, she can annotate with the UbiMice Annotation 

feature on the diagram to explain the details. 

 At the same time, UbiMice model allows participants to maintaining persistent access 

to important information shown on the big shared display area. A participant can retrieve the 

content from the computer which connects the big whiteboard and stores the content in his or 

her personal computer. For example, in Alice’s presentation, Bob or Charles can use the 

UbiMice Screenshot tool to capture the contents shown on the whiteboard. The image 

captured by the UbiMice Screenshot tool includes Alice’s illustration diagram on the 

whiteboard and the annotation she put on it. Bob or Charles transfers the screen shot images 
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back to his laptop computer for further reference. Comparing to a conventional whiteboard, 

the UbiMice model makes shared contents persistently visible before being erased.  

 The UbiMice model can also serve multiple users as a collaboration tool without a big 

digital whiteboard. For example, Alice and Bob encounter in a regular group meeting as 

members of a software developing team.  Bob opens the project he is working on at his 

laptop computer and asks for Alice’s help to complete the code. Alice finds she has a similar 

function which is used in one of her previous projects. So, she opens the project containing 

the function on her laptop computer. Alice selects and copies her code to Bob’s laptop 

computer by moving her cursor. After locating the inserting position, Alice pastes the code 

segment and then uses her laptop keyboard to modify some variable names in the code. Alice 

then clicks the “debug” button with her roaming cursor to see if the whole program works. 

The UbiMice can also support more teammates to work on a project on a peer-to-peer basis. 

The proposed UbiMice security strategy ensures selective file sharing among teammates 

during an impromptu collaboration in the communal environment. 

6.3 Mission Control Center 

 The UbiMice interaction model for multicomputer workspace can also be used in a 

computerized Mission Control Center (MCC), such as an Aerospace and Space Center, a 

Search and Rescue Center, a Police Dispatch and Control Center, etc.  

 In a Mission Control Center room, a group of scientists or law enforcement officers 

and etc. conduct teamwork, such as launching rocket or handling sudden dangers basing on 

good collaboration and coordination between each other.  Members in a work group are 

aware of the current task state. In order to share the situation awareness, modern Mission 
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Control Centers usually mount a large display screen on a wall for group-view and 

communication (Wickens and Hollands 2000) .  The large display screen is often in the 

mental center area of a room to serve as the information exchange center. So, the large 

display screen can both provide information to one operator who is in charge of an operation 

with the details and can be an information sharing place for some concern to several 

operators as a crew at the same time. Shared information enhances the communication 

including interaction, openness and coordination between operators (Härefors 1998, 30-32). 

 The communications in a MCC are categorized to two genres, communications 

between workers (horizontal) and communications between workers and management 

(vertical) which are both crucial for teamwork (Wickens and Hollands 2000).  The vertical 

communication reflects the orientation of current task, like an overview, an update briefing, 

human resource relocation while good communication within the crew and awareness of the 

other’s work are essential to control room work, too. As part of the teamwork, interaction 

activities are important to people in the room. However, devices in this kind of room are 

usually hardwired though some devices like workstation computers can be replaced by newer 

ones (Stubler and O'Hara 1996). The conventional architecture interrupts interaction 

activities, for example, if A is to inform B with an updated data, A sends the update to B’s 

workstation screen or ask B to come over to A’s workstation. In this manner, the task that B 

is doing is paused forcedly if A does so.  

 With the UbiMice model, workstation operators are able to synchronize their progress 

with the others without interrupting other’s ongoing work. The UbiMice model neither to 

rewire cables connecting multiple hosts. The UbiMice model reroutes information and data 

paths fully by mean of software reconfiguration. For example, in an UbiMice model 
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supported MCC, A could group his or her workstation and a spare workstation that the 

display screen of the workstation is in the viewable range of B or the workstation which 

controls the big shared screen. Topologically, A makes a temporary multicomputer 

workspace with his or her workstation and another workstation. Therefore, A could send the 

message to another or send it to the big shared display screen in the room sharing the 

message with those who are like B. If the message is continuous by dynamic updates, the 

others will not be interrupted from ongoing work. The message window within their view 

scope keeps them “in-the-loop” if they check it periodically.  

 If a co-worker finds that the message that A posted is helpful for their following-up 

tasks, he or she can assemble a multicomputer workspace quickly by clustering the 

workstation that has the message and his or her current workstation. The new created 

temporary workspace allows the co-worker to retrieve the message from the remote 

workstation directly. The co-worker does not need to re-type in the information or data that 

the message shows or go to file server for a copy of that message. The Figure 6.1 is a 

screenshot of two participants’ annotation on a digital map from Google Maps 

(maps.google.com), which is opened by a web browser. The two participants move their 

UbiMice MU
2
 cursors to the center display from their workstations and make annotation in 

different colors on the digital map. Furthermore, all crew members can use their workstation 

systems to uplink, downlink, mirror, archive, and deliver files to and from the remote 

workstation by setting up dynamical workspace on these workstations. The UbiMice model 

provides flexibility of setting up multicomputer workspace on the fixed hardware 

deployment and maintains situation awareness in a Mission Control Center room, both 

individual and collectively. 
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Figure 6.1 Two users annotating on a MCC display with the UbiMice model. 
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CHAPTER 7 

SUMMARY 

 This dissertation proposes a new multicomputer human-computer interaction model 

named UbiMice, which transforms the conventional computer input devices into interaction 

tools in a multicomputer setting.  

 This dissertation has focused on designing how to intercept user’s input of a 

multicomputer setting and dispatching the input to distributed computers. In order to 

implement the input interception, a filter driver based input data acquisition is introduced for 

input devices. In a multicomputer workspace, the captured input data can be sent to a 

computer where a cursor moves to, allowing human-computer interaction beyond the 

boundary of the computer to which the input device is connected. With the same mechanism, 

the UbiMice model implements a multiple user interaction model in the same session, taking 

the value of a shared display or an electronic whiteboard for externalizing ideas for group 

users. In addition, the UbiMice model is able to fully protect the information exchange 

among multiple users across multiple computers by utilizing the access model of an 

operating system, 

 The contributions of this dissertation work are thus threefold with its proof-of-

concept implementation. First, the UbiMice model retains the benefits brought by employing 

multiple computers in a workspace for multitasking purpose with its proven advantages of 

using one set of input device to boost the productivity. Second, the fluid human-computer 

interaction model increases participations and collaboration by maintaining situation 
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awareness of a team and managing shared content after use. Third, a better framework with 

security functionalities guarantees secret protection of information in a multi-user 

multicomputer workspace.  

 The UbiMice model facilitates its tight integration with the interface of a 

multicomputer workspace. A multicomputer workspace will be powerful and provide users 

with familiar computing environment by maintaining their existing interaction behaviors.  
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